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The Basics..
 The Firefly Luminairie is made up of 14 
parts in a complete kit.  It was designed for 
ages above 8 years old.   Although glue is not 
required, you may choose to make the frame 
more stable by permanently assembling the 
pieces with a bead of glue in all the fittings.  
(You should fol low the order of the 
instructions carefully if so, as some parts 
might not be able to be assembled out of 
order).

 Feel free to add any finish you want to 
the bare wood.  A sealer for outdoors would 
be required.  Paint or stain should work well.  
You might consider doing all the finish work 
before beginning to assemble the parts.  A 
light sanding will help make a smoother finish 
too.
 

Lining them up:
 Take x2 of each of the middle rings, 
Parts (A, B, & C) and line up in the grooves of 
one Part (F) Rib.  The order is crucial for the 
lantern to come together properly.  

Parts List:
 A - x2 Large Size Ring
 B - x2 Middle Size Ring
 C - x2 Small Size Ring
 D - x1 Top Lock Ring
 E - x1 Bottom Lock Ring
 F - x2 Sealed Loop Rib
 G - x2 Hook Loop Rib
 Not Pictured:
 H - x1 Wire Hanger
 I - x1 Teallight Candle
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Support the rest:
 Bring in the next Part (F) Rib on the 
opposite side of the last.  This will take some 
patience to line up the grooves just exact.  Take 
care not to force any parts.  The next two parts 
(x2 G) will go on the last 2 sides, opposite of 
each other.  They will slide in much easier.  
There may be an order of which rib goes first 
according to your own taste, just as long as it 
ends up looking like the photo here.  
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Lock the top:
 Drop on the Top Ring, Part (D), over the 
4 support ribs to lock them together.
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Snap on the bottom:
 Flip the lantern over to lock on the 
bottom ring, Part (E). The 4 square holes have 
a slight “V” shape to the cut.  It will slip on easier 
when flipped up in the right direction. (might not 
be obvious at first.)  Take care not to push too 
hard.  You might wiggle the ribs back and forth, 
or use a pen to reach inside and push back.
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Add the hanger:
 Loop the wire hanger, Part (H)  through 
the Ribs, Part (F). If you prefer to string the 
lights together on a line, the other ribs, part (G) 
might work out better. 
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Tie them up:
 Now they are ready to hang.  Use string 
or thread to group them in the right position 
under branches, or string them together in a 
line.  For windy evenings, you might consider 
rolling thin paper, or clear film to slip down 
inside and keep the flames going.  Use caution 
around melted wax and open flames with 
children.  Keep it safe! 
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